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Abstract. The purpose of the research was to review existing scientific literature on the 

concept of objectivity in journalism and various forces that affect it. The research used a narrative 

literature review as a methodology. Historically objectivity is a core professional value of 

journalists. Media by conveying information to the public has the power to influence people's 

views that is why journalists need to be trusted by society, which is, unfortunately, not true today. 

Various international and national research show a decrease in social trust in the media. The public 

is losing confidence in the media as a result of forces affecting media. Government, elites and 

advertisers dictate media what should be covered and what should remain behind closed walls. 
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Introduction 

Journalistic objectivity, nowadays, is pressured by politics and business making it either an 

unattainable standard or worse – an undesirable norm. The media perform as an objective 

connector between government, business and civil society. They struggle to fulfil their historical 

role as the gatekeepers who uncover and establish facts about the truth [1]. Receptively, journalists 

are expected to oversee the adequate functioning of legislative, executive and judicial powers [2]. 

Thus, they protect the democratic fundamentals. This watchdog role of journalists in society claims 

sufficient independence and professional autonomy. Journalists, interpret the realities in way, 

which would help people to orient themselves in the surrounding world. This overwhelming 

responsibility the media carries on its shoulders requires high level of objectivity. It is the core of 

the functions the media performs in society, namely observing the social reality, disseminating 

information, educating, influencing and persuading, and allowing for escaping from the 

monotonous and burdensome daily routine of people. 

Background 

Therefore, objectivity is one of the core values of a professional journalism. Objectivity 

has historically proven its value. The International Principles of Professional Ethics in Journalism 

defines two professional principles directly related to objectivity [3]. The first principle is the need 

for journalists to provide accurate and comprehensive information which ensures the right of 

citizens to receive an objective perception of reality. The second principle states that the primary 

task of a journalist is to ensure the right of citizens to reliable and objective information through 

truthful coverage of events. Compromising with objectivity of the information increases people’s 

distrust in the media and the socio-political institutions. It destabilizes the social peace and opens 

opportunities for radicalization of the social relationships and slows down the development of civil 

society formation [4]. In line with this, global political and economic realities, in both developed 

and developing countries, put the media in a challenging situation [5]. Propaganda and information 

management, including active disinformation and misinformation have gained momentum in the 

information ecosystem globally. Many media outlets have become instruments of power for 

exerting public influence and acquiring resources [6]. 

Code of Conduct and Objectivity 

Professional Codes of Ethics (PCC) are of critical importance for the professional and 

objective performance of journalists. PCCs offer guidelines to journalists in making their daily 



professional decisions. They also help to minimize conflicting situations that may arise during data 

collection or writing the news, communication with sources and people or institutions in power. 

Although, objectivity is not explicitly defined and stated in the majority of global Professional 

codes of Ethics, they make a direct relation to it. Truth, accuracy, integrity, freedom, and 

independence are some of the core principles in the Agence France Presse (AFP), Al Jazeera 

(America), Confederation of ASEAN Journalists, American Society of Professional Journalists. 

Exceptions make the Latin American Federation of Journalists whose Code of Ethics states that 

journalists will adopt truth and objectivity as a principle of their work. The Federation of Arab 

Journalists Code of Ethics explicates that the press should adhere to the objective reality.  The 

Code of Ethics for a Journalist for the Republic of Kazakhstan proclaims objectivity as a core 

professional value [7]. However, this is not consistent with the real situation, where the demand 

for the media is determined, first of all, by how quickly journalist presents the information to the 

audience [8].  

Purpose and methodology 

The purpose of the qualitative inquiry was to identify global factors that affect journalistic 

objectivity, which might impact Kazakhstani journalists in providing accurate and comprehensive 

picture of the reality. To achieve the set purpose the inquiry asked the overarching research 

question: What are some internal and external forces, which affect journalistic objectivity? To 

answer the question scientific articles of international and Central-Asian researchers were 

explored. The researchers implemented narrative literature review of scholarly articles dealing 

with journalistic objectivity. The narrative literature review allows for intersecting themes to 

naturally emerge from the data. Therefore, thematic analysis (TA) emerged as the most promising 

research method for exploring existing patterns on a subject in various sources.  

Findings 

Objectivity and Bias in Journalism 

Journalistic objectivity has been the object of various multidisciplinary research. 

Journalistic objectivity requires the news presented be accurate, complete, socially significant, 

objective and impartial [9]. Fulfilment of these conditions contributes to a change in social 

relations in society, understanding by the public of political, economic as well as spiritual changes 

happening in the country. In line with it, Guo and Lai argued that the concept of objective 

journalism incorporates several core principles. First, a journalist should share facts and opinions 

about current events; present accurate and reliable facts, competent and versatile opinions to the 

audience, without giving out one after the other. Second, coverage of events should be sufficiently 

detailed, comprehensive, revealing the essence of what is happening without hiding the significant 

facts and suppressing the positions of the parties as a result of which the audience should have a 

complete and detailed picture of what is happening. Third, a journalist should not in the interests 

of specific individuals or groups manipulate information, present events in a specific light 

favourable to these entities or impose his own opinion on the issue [10]. 

However, many of the inquiries set the question whether journalistic objectivity is still an 

adequate concept for the dynamics of the current global media context. Applegate discussed the 

compatibility and incompatibility of the concept of objectivity and news balance. He defined news 

balance as an endeavour by a journalist to allow all sides of the story to speak for themselves. The 

researcher defined objective journalism as an unbiased journalism of facts photographing the 

reality of the happening [11]. He also criticized objectivity on the grounds that journalists are 

human beings, who cannot be totally objective. Second, a piece of news presenting the facts alone 

cannot provide an accurate picture of the happening. The author claimed that the audience needs 

an analysis of these facts at the background of the bigger context. Therefore, the researcher raises 

the need for interpretive journalism rather than an objective one. However, in the end, he 

emphasised that a journalist should investigate the story in-depth and avoid including personal 

opinion and bias in the final news piece to the audience. 

Biased journalism deliberately selects particular sides of a news story and deliberately 

omitting other sides of it [12]. The outcome of a biased journalism is a mispresented socio-



political, business or other stories, which attract the attention of the public in a prejudiced way. 

Journalistic bias is one of the reasons for the media to lose trust with the audiences.  

Globally, across countries, people are losing their social trust in the news media. Figure 1 

presents the state of trust. Citizens of Finland (59%), Portugal (58%) and Denmark (57%) held 

high trust in their media [13]. However, in Hungary (28%), Korea (22%), and France (24%) less 

than a third confirmed their confidence in the news media. An explanation can be sought in 

considerations that the media in these countries are not treated as independent from political and 

business influence. Substantial shock events such as Yellow Vests in France and Brexit in the UK 

questioned perceived impartiality of the news media, which in turn affect public trust. Another 

research shows that only 4% of French adults fully trust in the news media [14]. From 2014 

Germany has seen falls of 13%, even though there were no dramatic polarising events. As a result, 

nowadays, there are societies with fragile and weakened social trust in news media institutions. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 - Graph of the Proportion that Trust Most News Most of the Time. Reuters 

Institute Digital News Report 2019 (Newman et al. (2019) 

 

Edelman Trust Barometer (2019) [15], revealed the fact that the public has little trust in the 

government, business, NGOs and the media. The Edelman Trust Barometer surveyed more than 

34 000 respondents in 28 markets. The survey was conducted from October 19 and November 18, 

2019. Regrettably, 57% of respondents claimed that media they consume was contaminated with 

unreliable information and 76% worried that fake news was used as a weapon. The reason behind 

this is a growing feeling of injustice. Income inequality brings the perception that media 

institutions work towards satisfying wants and needs of the elites, educated people, leaving other 

population behind the line. According to the Edelman Trust Barometer, people build their trust on 

competence and ethical behaviour. Furthermore, unfortunately, neither media nor government was 

perceived as being competent and ethical. 

Forces affecting the of Kazakhstani Journalists’ objectivity 

Nurymbetova [16] argued that media is developing in the right direction. Censorship as 

well as an ideological dictatorship has disappeared. Nowadays, media is less limited in their 

freedom. In Kazakhstan, there are a lot of independent media. However, other authors stated that 

independent media is still limited in presenting objective information. Objectivity suffers a lot, and 

high competition pushes journalists to overlook the objectivity of information. Media has to think 

something different and not about objectivity. Media actions are restricted in legal or other ways—

the other researches expanding the problem. Grabelnikov and Mambetova (2015) claimed that 

journalists face arson of the editorial office, intimidation of correspondents and other methods of 

pressure. Furthermore, they present statistics that in Kazakhstan, the annual statistics of attacks on 

journalists varies from 20-30. About the same number of lawsuits per year is filled for libel.   
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The phenomena of information warfare commercial and pro-government journalism 

demonstrate the dominance of a helpful attitude to the press: journalism is used as a universal 

technology for influencing public consciousness, opinion and audience behaviour rather than as a 

form of social reflection and the practice of improving social reality [17]. A situation in which the 

principles of an individual and an organisation diverge is most difficult to change at the individual 

level. Global practices of imposing stricter laws on the media found its way to Kazakhstan as well. 

An example, which PEN American Center [18] provided were laws to restrict the freedom of 

expression and to take influential media under state control in the Russian Federation. Grabelnikov 

and Mambetova (2015) claimed that the situation in Kazakhstan is not much different. Legislation 

has become heavier and more encompassing. The complaints and lawsuits against the media as 

well as the state supervision and regulation increased. It is realized both as monitoring and in the 

form of stated order. The authors claimed that there were no real mechanisms for journalists to 

implement their freedom due to possible legal or financial reprimands.  

Business Influence 

Apart from the legal and governmental influence, business forces also strongly affect 

objective journalism. Profit maximising strategy, which is followed by mass media companies, is 

mainly achieved by increasing revenue from advertisers, which in turn could define a thematic 

orientation and content of publications. Second is the social function of media companies, which 

imply impartial and objective activity that is independent of financing advertisers. It is assumed 

that priority is given to socially meaningful content, that is, it should be addressed not to producers 

of goods and services, but their recipients and consumers [19]. The size of the advertising market 

in Kazakhstan is unambiguously quite difficult to assess since there is not a single authoritative 

source that deals with this issue and market participants do not publish their figures. Total 

advertising costs in 2018 amounted to $ 90-100 million, which is 9% more than in 2017 [20]. Most 

of this money was spent on television 55-60 million (11% more than in 2017) and on the Internet 

- about $ 18 million (29% more than in 2017). However, other resources state that in 2018 

government funding was amounted to approximately $155m, whereas, advertising revenue was 

equal approximately to $144m. However, Ellman and Germano [21] stated that advertising could 

increase accuracy through increasing competition among news outlets for readers. It seems 

controversial, but when advertising is high enough, newsroom starts competing for the number of 

readers and set maximum accuracy, even though topics may be sensitive to advertisers. At the 

same time, advertisers can withdraw advertising from media that are "too accurate" on topics 

sensitive to them. Despite media trying to build their reputation for accuracy, large advertisers 

create their image of one who is ready to withdraw advertising budgets from those media, whose 

reporting does not satisfy their views. 

Another long-standing issue in journalism are freebies, which can and do undercut the 

journalistic integrity. It can be free meals, tickets to the concert, bottles of wine, discounts on air 

tickets or even free international trip. If someone gives the journalist freebies and the journalist 

accepts it, this means that he accepts the giver's wish for a good relationship and according to 

accepted standards, he must answer the same. In the future, the fact of the gift may affect mutual 

relations. Australian magazine mentioned a story when the company organised a trip to Hawaii 

with an agreement that the reporter will provide a certain amount of coverage in his report. Another 

example presented by was when a German technology reporter received a mobile phone in order 

to write a review. Then the company told him that he could keep it for himself. No matter that 

most journalists deny the influence of these freebies, it could have some indirect influence on 

journalists work. 

Conclusion 

Objectivity in journalism will remain a core principle of the trade. However, objective 

journalism faces strong pressures by legal, governmental, and business forces. Journalist and 

editors even if they believe in professional ethics codes and objectivity, are heavily constrained by 

the views of owners and business people at the top of the media corporation, whose primary goal 

is to maximize profit. Truly free media is that, which is free not only from the power of the state 



but from any source of power, including those of advertisers. Jhally [22] stated that as most of the 

revenue of independent media came from advertising, the primary product of media, which is 

produced and sold, was the audience and that it was not news. An Australian newspaper fashion 

editor claimed that to keep advertisers. He had to choose themes that appeal to the most significant 

number of advertisers [23]. Furthermore, advertisers can even dictate journalists, what topics he 

or she should write about in order to receive those income generated from advertising. 
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Аңдатпа. Зерттеудің негізгі мақсаты - журналистикадағы объективтілік ұғымын 

және оған әсер факторларды анықтауда қолда бар ғылыми әдебиеттерге шолу жасау. 

Зерттеу методологиясы ретінде баяндау әдебиетіне шолу жасалады. Тарихқа көз жүгіртетін 

болсақ, шынайылық журналисттердің негізгі кәсіби құндылығы болып табылады. 

Бұқаралық ақпарат құралдары жұртшылыққа ақпарат бере отырып, адамдардың көзқарасы 

мен позициясына әсер ете алады, сондықтан қоғам үшін журналисттердің беретін 

ақпаратына сенім арту өте маңызды, өкінішке орай, бүгінгі күні бұл шындыққа сәйкес 

келмейді. Түрлі халықаралық және ұлттық зерттеулер БАҚ-қа әлеуметтік сенімнің 

төмендегенін көрсетеді. Қоғам әртүрлі күштердің әсерінен бұқаралық ақпарат құралдарына 

деген сенімділікті жоғалтады. Үкімет өкілдері және басқа да элиталар мен жарнама 

берушілер БАҚ-тарға нені жариялауға болатынын ал нені жариялауға болмайтындығын 

сілтеуде. 

Туйінді сөздер: БаҚ, журналистика, объективтілік, жарнама берушіб саяси күштер. 
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Аннотация. Главной целью исследования был обзор существующей научной 

литературы на определение концепции объективности в журналистике и определение сил, 

влияющих на нее. В качестве методологии в исследовании использовался обзор 

повествовательной литературы. Исторически объективность является основной 

профессиональной ценностью журналистов. Cредства массовой информации, передавая 

информацию общественности, способны влиять на взгляды и позицию людей, поэтому для 

общества крайне важно доверять журналистам, что к сожалению, не соответствует 

действительности в наши дни. Различные международные и национальные исследования 

показывают снижение социального доверия к СМИ. Общество теряет доверие к средствам 

массовой информации в результате воздействия разнообразных сил. Правительство, элиты 

и рекламодатели диктуют СМИ, что должно быть освещено, и что должно оставаться за 

закрытыми стенами. 

Ключевые слова: СМИ, журналистика, объективность, политические силы, 

рекломодатель. 
 


